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Abstract
Holas and March (Phys. Rev. A51, 2040, 1995) gave a formally exact expression for the
force

dVxc(r)

jfr— associated with the exchange-correlation potential Vxc(r) of density functional

theory. This forged a precise link between first- and second-order density matrices and Vxc(r).
Here models are presented in which these low-order matrices can be related to the ground-state
electron density. This allows non-local energy density functionals to be constructed within the
framework of such models. Finally, results emerging from these models have led to the derivation
of some exact 'nuclear cusp' relations for exchange and correlation energy densities in molecules,
clusters and condensed phases.
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1

Background and outline

In their early attempts to transcend the Thomas-Fermi (TF) approximation, March and Young
[MY:1] recognized that electron density theory should be regarded as a branch of density matrix
theory. Their early studies led to a single-particle kinetic energy functional Ts[p] of the form
Ts[p] = Tw[p} + r(N)TTF[p]

(1.1)

where TTF[P] and Tw[p] were the TF kinetic energy and the von Weizsacker inhomogeneity
kinetic energy respectively. In particular, the formula of MY for F(N) led to this TF contribution
correctly vanishing in the case of a single level occupancy only. Subsequently Herring and
coworkers [2,3] gave stronger arguments as to why in Ts[p] it was physically appropriate to
subtract out the full von Weizsacker contribution 7V[p] in constructing the single-particle kinetic
energy functional Ts[p\.
Of course, the most common route to implement DFT has been since Slater's work [4] to
return to orbitals from which to obtain the single-particle kinetic energy by standard quantum
mechanics. The only question remaining then concerns the one-body potential V(r), now including exchange and correlation interactions, to insert into the Schrodinger equation (the so-called
Slater-Kohn-Sham (SKS) equations [4,5]). However, within the last decade, major effort has
been focussed on orbital free DFT [6-10]. This search for (presently approximations to) the
single-particle kinetic energy functional Ts[p] is then, of course, additional to the construction
of V(r), given formally by
V(r) = VHartree(r) + Vxc(r) .

(1.2)

One direction of progress on the force —dVxc/dr associated with Vxc(r) was pointed out
by Holas and March [11,12], who showed, via a many-electron form of the differential virial
theorem [13] that the force —dVxc(r)/dr could be written, quite explicitly, in terms of first- and
second-order density matrices (1 and 2DMs) of the many-electron system under discussion, plus,
of course, information contained in the Slater-Kohn-Sham determinant of the 'reference' system
with the same ground-state density as the correlated electron assembly under discussion. The
problem of finding Vxc(r) is central, whether one works with SKS orbitals to obtain Ts, or with
the single-particle kinetic energy functional Ts[p] in orbital-free theory since the Euler-equation
of DFT reads [14]
^
+ VHartree(r) + Vxc(r) .
6p(r)

(1.3)

where p, is the chemical potential (constant throughout the entire charge cloud) of the molecule,
cluster or condensed phase being considered.
The outline of the present work is then as follows. In section 2 below, a one-dimensional
model of harmonic confinement of independent fermions will be utilized to expose a non-local

form of the single-particle kinetic energy functional Ts[p] which is exact in this model [15].
Though correlation kinetic energy is 'moved' into the exchange-correlation potential Vxc(r) in
writing the chemical potential eqn.(1.3), it will be convenient for presentation to close section
2 with a short discussion of an explicit correlation kinetic energy functional, Tc[p] say, for 2electron He-like atomic ions in the nonrelativistic limit of large atomic number Z. This use of
the so-called 1/Z expansion in atomic theory, related to the TF statistical theory explicitly by
March and White [16] leads naturally into section 3, where the focus is on the large Z limit of
atomic ions in which both K and L shells are now closed: i.e., one has moved from JJe-like ions
in section 2 to iVe-like systems. In the limit of large atomic number Z, the exchange energy
density ex(r) (denned precisely in eqn.(3.5) has been calculated exactly in the very recent work
of Howard et al. [17]. A nuclear cusp condition is already exposed by the result for e x (r) in this
limit system. Section 4 is devoted to the demonstration that this limiting result for ex is exactly
true, not only in atomic ions of arbitrary atomic number but also for multicentre problems of
molecular and solid state theory [18]. The same nuclear cusp condition is shown to embrace
the correlation energy, also in section 4. After a brief summary in section 5, some proposals are
made there for future studies.

2

Non-local kinetic energy density functional

In this section, some recent results on a model in which a non-local kinetic energy functional
can be obtained will first be summarized. However, this is a model of independent Fermions, so
that it is only relevant to the single-particle kinetic energy functional Ts[p]. At the end of this
section, some results will also be reported on correlation kinetic energy, but now in the restricted
case of He-like ions having large atomic number Z. Throughout the paper, the considerations
are restricted to non-relativistic quantum mechanics.
2.1

Arbitrary number of Fermions in a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator
potential

In early work, Lawes and March [19] studied the admittedly very specialized model of N independent Fermions filling singly the levels of the linear harmonic oscillator potential V(x) = \x*.
For this model, they already achieved a long-term aim of density functional theory (DFT) in
that they derived an exact differential equation for the ground-state density p(x): namely
^

+ \\ V'(x)p(x)

+ (N- V{x))p'(x) = 0

(2.1)

The lowest level only being occupied here corresponds to putting N = 1 in eqn.(2.1).
Still in one dimension, March and Young [13] had earlier derived the so-called differential
virial theorem. Denning the (single-particle) kinetic energy per unit length ts(x) from the one-

body wave functions tpi(x) generated by the potential energy V(x) as
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these authors [13] showed, but now for a general potential V(x) which allowed normalization of
p{x) to N particles, that
l

s\x)

2P

—

^ '

g

^

>

Applying this general one-dimensional result (2.3) to the above model of harmonic confinement,
one can immediately rewrite eqn.(2.1) as [15]

p'(x)

= \N--x<)

V

(2.4)

2

Differentiating eqn.(2.4) with respect to x yields

y.(*)V

dv

and substituting this harmonic oscillator result for dV/dx into eqn.(2.3) gives

- I P"\x) .

(2.6)

In ref.[15], eqn.(2.6) is integrated to obtain, after some manipulation

Integrating further, eqn.(2.7) can be expressed as
ts(x) = tw(x)

+ ${x)tTF{x)

(2.8)

where the Thomas-Fermi (TF) and von Weizsacker (W) kinetic energy densities (see also eqn.(l.l))
are defined in one dimension as
= ck

3
P

(x)

: ck = TT 2 /24

(2.9)

and

What emerges is that, while the form (2.8) is not, of itself, new [20-22], £(z) in this model
can be obtained exactly as

*Note added after completion of MS. This result (2.7) has now been extended to three-dimensional
isotropic harmonic confinement by A. Minguzzi, N.H. March and M.P. Tosi (to be published).

Thus £(:r) - £(0) can itself be expressed solely in terms of trF{x) and tw{x) as building blocks.
The quantity £(0) is evidently from eq.(2.8) given by
£TF(0)

and is(0) from eqn.(2.7) has the value

W-f-ffl

(2.13)

Hence |(0) itself is known in terms of p, p' and p", all evaluated at x — 0, using eqns.(2.9) and
(2.10) and the number of Fermions N given by
r-oo
/•oo

iV = /

p{x)dx

(2.14)

-oo
7—00

Thus, with complete knowledge of £(x) in terms of p(x) and its low-order derivatives in this
model, the single-particle density is obtained in a fully non-local form via eqns.(2.8), (2.11)
and (2.12)-(2.14). Evidently, again of course for this model, the (single-particle) kinetic energy
functional Ts follows from eqn.(2.8) as [15]
/•oo

Ta =

ts(x)dx

(2.15)

J — oo

f°° 1 n'(r)2
=

/

J-oo °

r°

J

dX+

Z^ ~

P

J-

/>oo

= Tw+

i{x)tTF
J—oo

This then is the non-local kinetic energy functional in this model of harmonic confinement in
one dimension.
A byproduct of the above argument [15] is the relation
t's(x) = 3t.(x)
pT(xl
+
{
p'(x)
p(x) 4p(x)
• '
and then it follows that

ST,
6p(x)

».(*> + £
p(x)

where C is a constant, depending however on the number of Fermions N. It is, of course, this
functional derivative which is needed to solve the Euler eqn.(1.3) of DFT.
To close this section on the kinetic energy functional, we turn to the explicit example of two
(antiparallel) spin electrons repelling Coulombically.
2.2

Correlation effects with two (antiparallel) spin electrons repelling Coulombically

It is the aim of this section to treat two cases:

(i) When the iteracting electrons are again harmonically confined - the so-called Hookean atom
going back to Kestner and Sinanoglu [23, 24]
and
(ii) Helium-like ions in the limit of large Z.
Since the differential eqn.(2.1) of Lawes and March for (non-interacting) harmonic confinement was a key result in obtaining the single-particle kinetic energy functional (2.15), we note
that in case (i) above the study of March, Gal and Nagy [25] yields the corresponding equation,
now for two electrons only but incorporating Coulomb repulsion exactly: for force constant
k = 1/4:
(-T-2 + r*)pm(r) + (-2r - 4r3 + irb)p"{r)
2

4

6

3

(2.18)

2

+ (2 - 13r - 4r + 5r )p'{r) + (-10r + 2r )p(r) = 0
There is substantial similarity between eqn.(2.18) for two electrons and eqn.(2.1) for an arbitrary
number of harmonically confined electrons. In particular, both are homogeneous linear thirdorder differential equations.
In view of the work of Holas and March [11] on the exchange-correlation potential in relation
to 1 and 2DMs, it is noteworthy that the same Hookean atom model with k = | also relates 1
and 2DMs through [26]

7(r,r')

= {"2(r,r')} / ^ [1 + \\r-rj] [1 + \\r^ - r'|]

(2.19)

1/2

Here j

2

< 7 because of the full treatment of interactions, and hence this 1DM (2.19) includes

correlation kinetic energy. The pair function "2(^5^') i s * n e diagonal element of the 2DM.
Having focussed on two of the principle analytic results involving antiparallel spin electron
correlation, namely the differential eqn.(2.18) for p(r) and the relation (2.19) between the 1DM
and the (diagonal) pair function of the 2DM with harmonic confinement, let us turn to case (ii)
introduced above.

2.3

He-like atomic ions with large atomic number

Gal, March and Nagy [27] have subsequently obtained a differential equation analogous to
eqns.(2.1) and (2.18) for He-like atomic ions in the (non relativistic) limit of large atomic number Z. The ground-state density p(r) again satisfies a differential equation which is linear,
third-order and homogeneous, namely
3

Pi(r) pW(r)=0
i=0

(2.20)

where p^(r) denotes the i th derivative of p(r): with p(°\r) = p{r). The quantities P%{r) are
also polynomials as in the Hookean eqn.(2.18) and are recorded explicitly by Gal et al. [27].
Turning to the 1DM, j{r,r') the work of Hall, Jones and Rees [28] was used by Gal et al.
[27] to write, in the limit (2-electron) system with large atomic number Z:

™>r-}-

2 [po(r')\

+

2 [p}(r)

where po(r) is the bare Coulombic density given by
Zz
Po(r) = — exp{-2Zr)

(2.22)

7T

This result for 7 is readily used to obtain the correlation kinetic energy Tc[p] in this limit system
(2 electrons: large Z) as

where Kato's theorem (see eqn.(3.8) below) has been employed to remove the atomic number
Z. Here Tw[p] is the (now, of course, three-dimensional) von Weizsacker inhomogeneity kinetic
energy in eqn.(l.l): namely
1 f (Vp)2
Tw[p] = - / i - £ i - dr
oJ

(2.24)

p

This discussion of electron-electron interaction in 2-electron atomic ions in the limit of large
Z leads us naturally to a discussion of exchange in such a limit system, but now with K plus L
closed shells, i.e. a 10-electron case.

3

Exchange energy density: model of 10 electron atomic ions in
the limit of large atomic number Z

In early work, March and Santamaria [29] obtained the Dirac density matrix j(r,r')

for a

hydrogenic system with filled K and L shells. The shape of their result is that 7 is related to
the diagonal density p, which is spherically symmetric in this closed shell example, by
(3.1)
The function F in turn is related to p itself through
(3-2)

since, as discussed in section 2 above, £s is itself determined by p. In this bare Coulomb field
model, F(r) has the compact form

F{r)=

» mexppiv00=ii

(3.3)

Going back to the study of Dirac [30] the exchange energy Ex of a system with idempotent 1DM
7 is given by
1 ,
e

B

f^^r')
drdr>

* =—4 J y ^ ? \

<3-4>

and from this one can define an exchange energy density tx(r) which is everywhere less than
zero as
'

^JT

<V

(3.5)

In the study of Howard et al. [17], ex(r) has been obtained in the limit system defined by
the bare Coulomb density matrix (3.1). As noted in ref.[17], this is the limit of large Z in the
spirit of the \/Z expansion [16] for 10-electron atomic ions. The quantity tx(r) is given in closed
form, but we wish to note here mainly two analytical limits which flow from that analysis, before
presenting results in graphical form.
First, as the present writer [18] showed elsewhere,
Mr)

—>"|-P(r)
1—>oo

(3.6)

IT

and this is shown to be quickly useful away from the nucleus in reproducing the exact results in
ref.[17].
Secondly, and more importantly in the present context, a direct plot of ex(r) vs r shows that
ex is coming away from the nucleus (r = 0) with a finite slope. This can be found from the
analytical formula for ex(r) [17] and the slope is such that
f! (r)\ — n

1Z

which has analogy with Kato's theorem for the electron density in a closed shell atomic ion of
nuclear charge Ze:
P'(r)
p(r)

(3.8)

a0

While eqn.(3.7) is obtained, at this point, only for the bare Coulomb model density matrix
given by eqns.(3.1) and (3.3), it will be discussed further for 'real' atoms, molecules and solids
in section 4 below.
However, while Kato's result (3.8) is already applicable to 'real' closed shell atomic ions, we
next note, in the present context, that for closed shells (of arbitrary number in fact) in the bare
Coulomb limit the spatial generalization of eqn.(3.8) exists, namely

i.e., the total density p(r) can be derived by integration of eqn.(3.9) from the density of s(£ = 0)
electrons alone [32].
In the framework of the present paper, which is focussed on relating low order density matrix
to the electron density p, it is also noteworthy that Theophilou and March [33] have shown that
the diagonal relation between total and s(£ = 0) densities in this bare Coulomb limit has a
counterpart with density matrices. Their relation is in fact

ifcrt—<*-»>-'[£-£][*»*-(§• 1)1

(3.io)

where
x = r + r' + \r — r'\,

y = r + r' — \r — r'\

(3.11)

The variables x and y in eqn.(3.11) are in fact motivated by the extra constant of motion in the
bare Coulomb limit system, namely the Runge-Lenz vector [34]. Again, as with eqn.(3.9), the
result (3.10) is valid for an arbitrary number of closed shells in this model.
Eqns.(3.5) and (3.10) clearly imply that the exchange energy density ex(r) calculated in
ref.[17] is determined solely by the s electron density matrix 7^=o(ri^')' even though it was in
fact obtained by direct insertion of eqns.(3.1) and (3.2) into the definition (3.5).
Howard et al. [17] also discuss the exchange potential Vx(r) defined by

<312)

™ = W)

but because of the results in eqns.(3.1), (3.2) and (3.4), this still involves a functional derivative
with respect to p(r) of ts; e.g. 8ts(r)/Sp(r') and presently this is not known in this model in
analytical form. However, approximations to Vx(r) due to (a) Slater [35] and (b) Harbola-Sahni
[36] were investigated numerically using the exact density in this Coulomb limit system, the
Slater approximation Fx5^(r) being particularly simple since
2ex(r)

This, using eqn.(3.6) tends to —e2/r at large r, which is correct.
Returning to ex(r) itself, Howard et al. [17] plotted the 'radial' exchange energy density
4irr2ex(r) versus r in their work, and this is reproduced in Fig.3.1. On the same plot, the local
density approximation (LDA):
/Q

)

(3-14)

going back to Dirac [30] and utilized especially by Slater [4] is given, but we stress with the exact
density p(r) used. Even though the point-point agreement is remarkable, the total exchange
energy Ex is in error by some 8% when the exchange ex(r) is replaced by the LDA form (3.8).
9

In closing this section on exchange, we note qualitatively similar results to the above for a
quite different model, namely that of electron confinement by a metal surface. This has been
discussed quite recently by the writer [37]. What we wish to stress here is that in the (infinite
barrier) model of a surface, the 1DM 7(r,r') can be directly related to its diagonal density. This
then allows a direct non-local relation to be established between ex(r) and the kinetic energy
density ts(r) [37].

4

Some exact general results: nuclear cusp conditions on exchange and correlation energy densities

Sections 2 and 3 comprise exact density functional results from models. While such exactitude
is important for DFT, 'universality' of the functional obtained cannot be claimed. However,
the purpose of this section is to demonstrate that the Coulomb model result (3.7) is not only
true in 'real' closed shell atomic ions, but also in multicentre problems of molecules, clusters and
condensed matter.
The detailed argument will be presented elsewhere [18]: here we shall restrict ourselves to
(a) the principles underlying the derivation and (b) the exact results which flow from these.
4.1

Underlying principles employed

The singularity of the nucleus A, with charge Z^e, of the electron-nucleus interaction VA(T) =
-ZA^2/\r - R | results in non-analyticity of the JV-electron wave function when each electronic
~A

coordinate r ,i = 1,2... N becomes equal to R , yet the function remains finite everywhere.
~i

A

The characterization of this analyticity was first revealed in the pioneeering work of Kato [38],
eqn.(3.8) of the previous section being an example of his findings, for the case of a closed shell
atomic ion. Bingel [39] extended the treatment to a molecule, but here the presentation used
by Davidson [40] will provide the basic background needed to present the results relevant to
non-local energy density functionals.
With H the total Hamiltonian, let the TV-electron antisymmetric normalized wave function
\t(z — x ) be an eigenfunction of the Schrodinger equation
~»

~N

HV = EV

(4.1)

where x = {r ,Sj} denotes the space and spin coordinates of the i th electron. In treating cusp
t

i

conditions due to the specified Ath nucleus, let us choose its position to be at R = 0. As \P is
A
everywhere finite, it follows from eqn.(4.1) if we focus on the argument r of ^ that
"l

lim rjtftf = 0

(4.2)

>0

This implies that ty(r ,si,x
"l

... x ) is also an eigenfunction, with zero eigenvalue of the operator
2

N

10

[40]
b(r ) = lim rxT = lim rxt{r ) - ZA

(4.3)

N

where T — J2 t(r ) iS the kinetic energy operator. For the wave function \P(r ,x ) where
i=l

"i

"1 1

x = {si, x ... x } expanded in spherical harmonics:
~2

~N

v)

(4.4)

e=o m=-e
with fim{r\,x)

an analytic function of r, the eigenequation b(r ) ^ = 0 yields the following
"i

conditions on the partial wave amplitudes [40]
dflm{r\,x)

ZA
t+l

ftm{0,x).

(4.5)

These eqns.(4.3)-(4.5) are used by March et al. [18] to obtain nuclear cusp conditions for the
exchange and correlation energy densities of DFT.
Before turning to the DFT energy densities ex(r) (discussed in section 3 above for the case
of a 10-electron closed shell atomic ion in the limit of large Z) and the corresponding correlation
(c) energy density e c (r), for DFT applications the classical electrostatic energy of electrons is of
interest, namely
s [p]=

fdr ees(r )
l

J

(4.6)

i

where

= fdr —^—l-p{r)p{r)
J

I

2 \r —r I 2
"l

2

i

(4.7)

2

March et al. [18] show that
dees(r)

= -2^^,(0)

(4.8)

n=o
where the bar on ees(r ) denotes an angular average. This is a simple analogue, for the classical
"l

electrostatic energy density, of eqn.(3.7) for exchange (x) energy density derived from the bare
Coulomb limit system (for a 10-electron atomic ion). This leads us to a sketch of the generalization of eqn.(3.7) derived for a model closed shell atomic ion to the fully interacting electron
problem for atoms, molecules and solids [18]. The derivation in ref.[18] appeals to the adiabatic
connection, developed by Harris and Jones [41,42]. This connection links the fully interacting
system treated above to the SKS noninteracting reference system with the same (i.e. formally
exact) electron density via intermediate systems. For this purpose, a Hamiltonian depending on
a parameter a such that 0 < a < 1, is introduced to write
Ha = T + Va + aU
11

(4.9)

N

where Va = ^

Va(r ). This Hamiltonian for a = 1 reduces to the original Hamiltonian while

for a — 0 the electron-electron piece U is switched off, while V°(r) = VSKS{V)To use the above approach to investigate the cusp conditions for the intermediate system,
March et al. [18] assume (to be checked later) that the properties of Va(r), whose explicit
form remains unknown, permit a finite value for the limit j a = lim riVa(r ). Then the early
arguments carry through and one obtains
= 27V(0)

(4.10)

r=0

which is the analogue of eqn.(3.8). But the one-body potential Va(r) is defined by requiring that
the electron density pa{r) of the intermediate system is independent of a. Hence we conclude
that 7Q = -ZA which justifies a posteriori the assumption that lim rjK a (ri) is finite.
March et al. [18] show that for the exchange-correlation potential Vxc(r)
Jtimo ri Vxc{r ) = 0

(4.11)

Without essentially new arguments beyond those presented above, the model result (3.7) for the
exchange energy density ex generalizes to

drx

= -2ZAex(0)

(4.12)

r,=0

where the angular average on the LHS is not required for closed shell atomic ions. The final
exact result of March et al. [18] is an analogous nuclear cusp condition for correlation energy
density ec(r), namely

drx

= -2ZAec(0)

(4.13)

These exact results (4.12) and (4.13) should evidently be built into approximate DFT theory in
the future.

5

Summary

The early connection between density matrix and density functional theories stressed by March
and Young [1] (DFT was not used then, but electron density theory) in deriving the approximate
single-particle kinetic energy functional (1.1) has been greatly strengthened, especially during
the last decade. Examples are now available in which an idempotent 1DM can be expressed,
either directly or via the single-particle kinetic energy, in terms of the diagonal electron density
[15,17,37]. Correlation can be added in two-electron atomic ions at large atomic number, to
allow the 1DM to embrace correlation kinetic energy [27].
12

As to exchange energy, an idempotent closed shell 10-electron 1DM for the Coulomb limit
system allows explicit analytical calculation of the exchange energy density ex (r) and this has
been compared with LDA (but using the exact Coulomb ground-state electron density) in Fig.l.
While point-to-point agreement between the two is excellent over the range where 4?rr2ex(r) is
substantial, there are errors in LDA both near the nucleus and at large r. In the latter case, the
exact asymptotic form is known (compare eqn.(3.6)) while at small r the nuclear cusp condition
(3.7) emerges from the model. But in this case, the model result proves generalizable not only
to 'real' atomic ions, but also to molecules, clusters and condensed phases [see ref.[18], which is
briefly summarized in section 4 above]. An exact parallel for the correlation energy ec(r) follows.
As to future directions, it remains of central interest to improve available forms of the
exchange-correlation potential Vxc(r). While it has been known since the work of Kohn and
Sham [5] that one formal definition is
v

6Exc[p]

M -

(5 1)

Sp(r) '

already approximate forms available for the exchange-correlation energy functional Exc(p) have
their errors exacerbated by the functional differentiation in eqn.(5.1). Again it seems that one
can look to the further synthesis of density matrix and density functional theory via the manyelectron force-balance equation derived by Holas and March [11], namely
dVext(r)
+F
^T

kinetic

+F
Laplacian

(5.2)
e(—e£

and a corresponding (one-body) equation for V(r) in eqn.(1.2) in terms of SKS orbitals, or
non-interacting 1 and 2DMs built from a single determinant of these orbitals. In eqn.(5.2) also,
F

is determined by the fully-interacting 1DM [11] while F
kinetic

requires only knowledge
el—el

of the electronic pair correlation function ri2(r,r'), which is the diagonal element of the (fullyinteracting) 2DM. It is encouraging that these two many-electron terms on the RHS of the
force-balance eqn.(5.2) (F

is given directly in terms of the gradient of the Laplacian of
Laplacian

the density p{r)) are related in the two-electron Hookean atom model discussed in section 2.2
above by the exact result (2.19) and generalizations (albeit approximate) of this to N electrons
are of some urgency.
On a related point, future non-local functions of the exchange-correlation energy density
exc(r) should clearly be constructed with the nuclear-cusp conditions very much in mind, even
if, in the end, they can only be embraced semiquantitatively.
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Figure Caption
Figure 1. Shows plot of exchange energy density ex(r) times 4irr2 obtained analytically by
Howard et al. [17] in the 10-electron bare Coulomb limit system. The large Z necessary is
chosen in the figure to be 92.
Dashed curve shows the Dirac-Slater local density approximation (3.14), calculated with the
exact density p(r). [Redrawn from Howard et al. [17]].
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